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We show that each (DFC)-space with the approximation property is a precom- 
pact projective limit of a family of normed spaces with monotone Schauder basis. 
As an application of this representation we obtain a sharp result on holomorphic 
approximation in (DFC )-spaces. ( 1986 .4cademx Press. Inc 
INTRODUCTION 
We shall say that a locally convex space E is a (DFC)-space if E = F: for 
a suitable Frkchet space F. These spaces have been studied by Brauner [ 11. 
Hijllstein [6, 73, Mujica [lo], Valdivia [ 191, Schottenloher [ 181, 
Nachbin [12], and others. 
In [lS, p. 2161 Schottenloher posed the following question: Does every 
(DFC)-space E with the approximation property have a fundamental 
system r of continuous seminorms such that the completion l?, of the nor- 
med space E, = (E 1 a-‘(O), a) has the bounded approximation property for 
every a E t. 
In that paper Schottenloher solves the Levi problem for Riemann 
domains over (DFC)-spaces with the approximation property and points 
out that if the preceding question had a positive answer then the approach 
of Gruman and Kiselman [S] and its consequences [ 171 would lead to an 
alternative solution of the Levi problem in (DFC)-spaces with the 
approximation property. 
We do not know if Schottenloher’s question has a positive answer, but 
we give a result which serves the same purpose, at least in the case of one- 
sheeted domains. Indeed, we show that each (DFC)-space E with the 
approximation property can be represented as a precompact projective 
limit of normed space G,, each of which has a monotone Schauder basis. 
Using this representation, we present a solution of the Levi problem for the 
case of one-sheeted domains over (DFC)-space with the approximation 
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property. Furthermore, this approach allows us also to sharpen some 
results on holomorphic approximation obtained by Mujica [lo]. 
1. NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 
All locally convex spaces in this paper are assumed to be complex and 
Hausdorff. We refer to Horvath [S] or Schaefer [16] for the terminology 
from topological vector spaces, and to Noverraz [ 141 or Dineen [4] for 
the terminology from infinite dimensional complex analysis. 
If E is a locally convex space we shall denote by 42(E) a fundamental 
system of balanced convex neighborhoods of the origin in E. Given 
UE e(E) the gauge of U will be denoted by pr,. We shall denote by E,: the 
quotient space E 1 Ker p L, normed by I( rc J x) II c = p cJ( x) where z L: : E + E,, 
is the quotient mapping. If U, VE 22(E) and VC U then rcUy: Ev + E,, will 
denote the continuous linear mapping rr‘,(,x) -+ ICY,. Let M(E) be a fun- 
damental system of bounded balanced convex sets of E. Given A E M(E), 
E, stands for the vector subspace of E spanned by A. E, is supplied with 
the norm 11x IIA =pA(iA(x)), where i,: E, + E is the inclusion mapping. If 
A, B E M(E) and A c B then i,,: E, + E, is the canonical inclusion. 
We recall that a sequence ( ys),“, in a normed space is said to be a 
monotone basis if every XE E admits a unique representation as a series 
x = c,“= 1 c, )‘,, where the series converges in the ordinary sense for the 
topology of E and if for any sequence of scalars (c,);=, we have 
II := 1 c, ys II G II C:Z: c, 4’S II for n = 1, L. We recall that a locally convex 
space E is said to have the approximation property if for each compact set 
Kc E and UE 4?(E) there exists a continuous linear operator of finite rank 
T: E -+ E such that T(x) --XE U for every XE K. 
Let X and Y be normed spaces. An operator SE 9(X, Y) is called equi- 
approximable if there exists an equicontinuous sequence (S,) c 9(X, Y) of 
finite rank operators such that lim, _ r 11 S - S, I( = 0. 
2. THE MAIN RESULT 
2.1. THEOREM. Let E be a (DFC)-space with the approximation property. 
Then E is a precompact projective limit of a family (Gi) of normed spaces 
with monotone Schauder basis. Furthermore, each pseudoconvex open set in 
E is the inverse image of a pseudoconvex open set in some Gi. 
To prove the theorem we need some lemmas. 
2.2. LEMMA. Let E be a (DFC)-space with the approximation property. 
Then for each U E 4!(E) there exist, V E 3!(E) with V c U, and a sequence 
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(A,) c Y(E,,, E,) of finite rank operators such that C;=, 11 A, 11 < cc and 
I,“= I A,(x) = xc,Jx) for every x E Ev. In particular rc(.,.. is equi- 
approximable. 
Proof: It is easy to see that E = <., where F is a Frechet space with the 
approximation property. Let Ij II 1< 11 II? < . . . be a fundamental sequence 
of continuous seminorms on F, i.e., the corresponding unit balls 
U, = (XE F: (Ix IIn < I} form a neighborhood base at the origin. Let 
U E a(E), then K= p is a balanced convex compact subset of E:. = F. 
Since F has the approximation property, there exists a sequence 
(r,,) c 6p(F, F) of finite rank operators such that 
11 T,CX)II, B 214” 
for each x E K, n E N, and .x=~;=, T,(x) for each x E K. Set B, = 2”TJK) 
for each n E N, and define L = ZJ U,“= , B,), the closed balanced convex hull 
of U,“= , B,. We claim that L is a compact subset of E which contains K. 
Let x E K. then 
x= f T,,(x)= f 2-“b,, 
n=, I,= I 
where b, = 2”T,(x) E 2”T,,( K) = B, for each n E N, so x E L. 
Fix n E N. Since K is compact, it follows that U;: =, Bk is compact. Hence, 
there exist x, , x z ,..., Y~E U;=, B, such that 
,ij, B, c fi (s;+ fun). 
i= I 
For k > n we have 
B,=2’Tk(K)cZk$ Ukc; Cl,,. 
Thus, 
fi BkC ijB,u 5 
P 
B kc 5 (~ui+fU,)+$U,,~ u (.xj+ u,) 
k=l k=l k=n+I i= I r=l 
This proves that U;=, B, is precompact. Consequently, L is compact since 
E is complete. 
For each n, let Y:, c Y( E, E) denote the transpose of T,,. Let V= L”. 
Then, we can define for each n, an operator A, E U( E,, E,.) of finite rank, 
in the following way: 
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for each do E,, where $ = ny(&) for #E E. We shall show that A, is well 
defined. Let (6, ‘YE E such that rr ,,($) = rt&,( Y). Then p ,,(d - Vu) = 0. Since 
PY(4 - w = 1%‘: I(4 - V(x) I? 
we have that 
Now, 
sup I($4 - Y)(x)/ = 0. 
.X6 L 
therefore, A,(d) = A,( 9). From B, = 2”TJK) c L it follows that 
))A,,)) 62-” and hence x;=, ))A,)) <,zo. 
For each 4 E E,, we have 
Since for each XE K, we have that x = Cc=, T,x, then xc=, Ak(fj) = 
rcLrL,(~) for each (be E,. 
Lemma 2.2 was inspired by Lemma 8 of Nelimarkka [ 131. 
2.3. LEMMA. Let X and Y be normed spaces and let A E 9(X, Y) be an 
equi-approximable operator. Then there exist a normed space Z with a 
monotone Schauder basis and operators BE 9(X, Z) and C E 6p( Z, Y) such 
that C 0 B=A. 
ProoJ The proof of a theorem of Pelczynski [15] (see [9, 
Theorem l.e.13, p. 38])can be easily adapted. 
An immediate consequence of Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3 is the 
following: 
2.4. LEMMA. Let E be a (DFC)-space with the approximation property. 
Then for each U E 9(E) there exist VE @( E), a normed space G with 
monotone Schauder basis and operators BE 6p(Ey, G) and CE Y(G, E,.) 
such that C 0 B = 7~~‘~~. 
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Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let I = {(U, V) E%(E) x %!(I?) such that Vc U 
and 7cLIV is equi-approximable}. We can define in I a strict order relation in 
the following way: 
(U, F)<(U’, v’)oU’c v. 
For each U E B(E), there exists i = (U, V) E I and a normed space Gi 
with a monotone Schauder basis such that the diagram 
is commutative, For i = (U, V) <j= (U’, V’), let S{: Gj -+ Gi be the con- 
tinuous linear map defined by S{ = Ei - rccrc7. c C,. Furthermore, let 
Si: Gi + Gi be the identity mapping. Then, 
for i<j<k. 
Let G = hn~ Gi = {(xi) E 17Gi: S;(x,) = xi, i 6 j}. The mapping h: E -+ G, 
defined by h(x) = (xi) for each XE E, where xi= B, 0 X,,(X) for each 
i= (U, V) E I, is clearly linear and one-to-one, since E is Hausdorff. We 
show that the mapping is onto G. Let (1~~) E G, then there exists xi E E such 
that Ci(yi)=7C,(xi), where i=(U, V)EI. For i=(U, V)<j=(U’, I”) we 
have S{( 1)) = yi and 7c .(xj) = C,( ~1~). Then C&( ,;) = x ,,( xi). Therefore, 
X,(X,) = n,(xi) for i = (U, V) 6 j = (u’, v’) and therefore, (xj) is a Cauchy 
net in E. Since E is complete we have that (x,) + x E E, and so h(x) = ( J,;) 
for iE Z, since h is continuous. 
Now, the mapping from G = hG, into E= bE, is clearly continuous. 
Let i= (U, V) E 1. Then there exists u’ E 42(E), U’ c V, such that the 
canonical mapping x VU is precompact, since E is a Schwartz space. By 
Lemma 2.2. we can find v’ E%!(E) associated to U’ E B(E). Clearly 
i 6 j = (U’, V’) and the following diagram shows that 6:: G, -+ Gi is precom- 
pact. 
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Let Q be a pseudoconvex open set in E. By a result of Valdivia [ 183, we 
have that 51 is uniformly open in E, i.e., there exists U E 42(E) such that Sz 
is open in (E,p,). Then nU(Q) is a pseudoconvex open set in E,. By 
Lemma 2.4, for UE 9(E) there exist VE e(E), Vc U, a normed space 
Gi with monotone Schauder basis, where i= (U, V) E I, and 
operators Big Y(E,,, Gi) and Ci~ 6P(G,, E,) such that Cj 0 B, = nLIc.. 
Thus, C,: ‘(n,(Q)) is a pseudoconvex open set in Gi and 
(Bi 0 7rII.)-’ (CL1 0 7c&2))=7c,’ 0 7cL~(Q)=f2. 
Now the proof of the theorem is complete. 
3. APPLICATIONS TO COMPLEX ANALYSIS 
As a first application we rederive a result of Mujica [lo] from a result of 
Grumaa and Kiselman [S]. 
3.1. THEOREM. Let E be a (DFC)-space with the approximation property. 
Then each pseudoconvex open set in E is holomorphically convex and hence a 
domain of existence. 
Proof. Let Q be a pseudoconvex open set in E. By Theorem 2.1 we may 
assume that E = bG,, where Gi is a normed space with monotone 
Schauder basis. Moreover, there is in I such that Q = a;‘(&?,), where 
oil Y(E, Gi) and Qi is a pseudoconvex open set in Gi. By a result 
established by Gruman and Kiselman [S] we know that 52, is a domain of 
existence in Gi, in particular, holomorphically convex. Hence 52 = 0~7 ‘(0,) 
is holomorphically convex in E. Thus, Q is a domain of existence, by a 
result of Valdivia [ 18, Theorem 81. 
Theorem 3.1. was obtained by Mujica [lo] under the additional 
hypothesis that EC is separable. Theorem 3.2. below improves a result of 
Mujica [lo, Theorem 10.21. 
3.2. THEOREM. Let E be a (DFC)-space with the approximation property. 
Let Q be a pseudoconvex open set in E and let K be a compact subset of 52 
such that 
Then for each g E X’(K), there are an open set V with Kc V c !2 and a 
sequence (f,) c X(Q) such that g E Z(V), and the sequence (f,) converges 
to g uniformly on V. 
Before proving this theorem we need some preparation. Let E be a 
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(DFC)-space with the approximation property. Let Q be a pseudoconvex 
open set in E. Then Q is uniformly open, i.e., there exists a continuous 
seminorm a on E such that !I2 is a-open. Let rccr : E -+ E, denote the quotient 
mapping and a,= n,(Q). By a result of Dineen [4, Lemma 1.1 and 
Lemma 1.21, we know that 52, is a pseudoconvex open set in E, and 
Q = x;‘(Q,). The set of all non-trivial continuous seminorms on E will be 
denoted by cs( E). Let d = {a E cs( E) : 52 is a-open ). 
Now, by Theorem 2.1 we have that E is a precompact projective limit of 
normed spaces Gi each of which has a monotone Schauder basis. 
Moreover, there exists iE I such that Q = aI: ‘(a,), where ci~ sP(E, Ei) and 
Qi is a pseudoconvex open set in G,. 
IffE X(Q) then for each x E I2 and n E N we shall denote by P”f(x) the 
nth homogeneous polynomial in the Taylor series expansion offat x. For 
Kc Q and Vc E we shall write 
IIfIIK=suP{If(X)I:-YEK} 
II w II K. I’ = sup{ I P”f(x)(a)l: XE K, UE V}. 
We denote by PO(Q) the set of all plurisubharmonic functions on Q and 
by Pa(Q) the subset of all UE Pi which are continuous. We denote by 
Poc,x(Q) = {u E Pc$2) : 324, E P~L(sz,), u = u, 0 7ca ), 
PdC<,(Q) = u PdC,(Q), 
2Ed 
and 
We see that Pat,(Q) c Pric(Q). Actually, it is known that X(Q) = ;rEcU(Q) 
for each pseudoconvex domain Q in a (DFC)-space, but we will not use 
this fact. 
For any Xc D and Hc X(Q) we define 
8,= {XESZ: If(x)1 <sup IfI forallfEH}. 
x 
For any Xc Q and P c Pci(Q) we define 
~,={x~Q:~4(~j~supuforallu~P}. 
x 
Then Xc R,,(,, c J!?P,,c(R, c fXcn, for any Xc 52. 
We recall that A c c B means that the set A is relatively compact in B. 
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3.3. LEMMA. Let E be a (DFC)-space. Let 52 be a pseudoconvex open set 
in E and let K be a compact subset of E such that 
R fX-,(RI = K. 
Then for each open set W, with Kc W c Q, there exists an open set V with 
Kc Vc W and a E d such that V= II, ‘( V,), where V, is open in E,, 
~c,(K)c VzcQ,, andfor each Lc c V, we have that i,,,,,,I,c V,. 
The proof of Mujica [ 11, Lemma 3.21 applies 
3.4. LEMMA. Let E be a (DFC)-space with the approximation property. 
Let Q be a pseudoconvex open set in E and let K be a compact subset of E 
such that 
Then for each g E S?(K) there are an open set W with Kc W c 52 such that 
g E X( W), a seminorm N E d, and a sequence (fn) c X,(Q) which converges 
to g uniformly on W. 
Proof. Let ge X(K). By Lemma 3.3 we may assume that g is 
holomorphic and bounded on an open set V, with V= TC;‘( V,), where 
a Ed, V, is open set of E,, K, = x%(K) c c V, c 52,. Moreover, for each 
L c c V, we have that i,,,(,=, c V,. It follows from Liouville’s theorem 
that g can be factored in the form g =g, : 7c, with g, E X( V,). Let 
Vi = C; ‘( V,), where i = (a, /3) E I and Ci E U( Gi, E,). Then, Vr c Ri and for 
each L c c V, we have that L P,r,R,, c V!. Since g, E A?( Vx) we have that 
&TX @ C;E X( Vi). 
Let t,, denote the compact-open topology. By a result of Mujica [ll, 
Theorem 2.11 we find a sequence (Jl) in &(Qi) which converges to g, 0 Ci 
in (Z( Vi), T,J. Thus, the sequence X = {fi: n E N } is bounded in (X( Vi), 
T,,). Since Gi is normed space, we see that the sequence X is uniformly 
bounded on Ki + 2Bi(0, r) c ai, where Bi(o, r) is a suitable ball of center o 
in Gj. 
Given E > 0 choose p > o such that Mp/( 1 - p) < E, where M > 0 is a con- 
stant such that )I fi 11 K,+ ZB,(o,r, < M, for all n E N. 
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By Theorem 2.1, there exists j= (a’, /Y) E I such that the mapping 
S;: G, + Gi is precompact. Then there exists a finite set A, c lli(O, 1 ), where 
Bj(O, 1) is the unit ball of the normed space G;, such that 
@(Bj(O, l))cAi+~Bi(o, r), 
where Ai = @(Ai) c Bi(or r). 
Let 2={f:, 2 si:n~Nl. Then f: z @ES(Q~). Let Vj=(S{))‘(Vi). 
Then (f: 0 Si) converges to (g, 0 Ci 0 Si) in (YP( Vi), rO). Let K, = ai( 
then it is clear that 6j(Kj) = Ki. 
We claim that the spaces (X(_K,+ Bj(O, l)), T,,) and X’“(K, + Bj(O, 1)) 
induce the same topology on X. Here &‘O”(K, + Bj(O, 1)) denotes the 
Banach space of all bounded holomorphic functions with the norm of the 
supremum. If j”:, 2 Si E 2, then it follows from the Cauchy integral for- 
mulas that: 
6 IIf%,+.4,+ f Pm1 Ilf~IIK,+A,+B,,o,r) 
m=l 
6 II ff, II R, + A, + i Pm IIf%,+2B,,o.r, 
m-1 
d II f :, @ 6: II K, + A, + (MP I/( 1- P 1. 
By our choice of p it follows that 
Iha: Ilfll K,+A,w = f&9: IIfIIK,+B,,O,II~24. 
By applying this argument to 2 -fo, where f. E 2, we obtain that 
and our claim is proved. 
If we set fn=ffi '3 Sj 0 a,, then f,, E XD,(52) and (f,) converges to g 
uniformly on W=cr-‘(Kj+f3,(0, 1))xK. 
Thus to complete the proof of Theorem 3.2 it suffices to prove that 
L(O) = Lc,,n, for each compact set Kc R. This will be proved in 
Lemma 3.7. 
3.5. LEMMA. L.et E be a (DFC)-space with the approximation property 
and let Q be a pseudoconvex open set in E. Then there exists an increasing 
sequence of open sets (a,) such that: 
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Proof Let i= (a, /I)EZ such that Q= a;‘(Qi) with Qj pseudoconvex 
and hence the domain of existence of a holomorphic function by Gruman 
and Kiselman [S]. By a result of Dineen [4, Lemma 1.51 there exists an 
increasing sequence of open sets (Q:) such that 
(1) C?,=u,“=,C2: 
(2) each C@).,,,,, is bounded away from dQ,. 
Thus, Q = U,“=, a,,, where Q,=cr:‘(Q;) 
Let Q;; = B;‘(Q;). Then B;‘(Qi) = U,“= I Q;. We claim that 
A 
Bi(&‘;),w-lcn,,, 1c (@)H,Q,,. 
Let ,y E (@)xlsc-9n,,, and fEX(Q,), thenfo B,EX(B;‘(R,)) and 
If0 Bd-x)I G SUP If' Bi(Y)I QSUP If(r 
yen; IER: 
Thus, Bib) E &),,Q,,. In particular, we get that each (&;),,,-I,,,, is 
bounded away from aB,:‘(Q,). Now, since .Q,=~,‘(Qy)=n~~(h;) we 
have that 
In particular, we get that each (&).,,,, is bounded away from ~22. 
LEMMA. Let E be a (DFC)-space with the approximation property and let 
Q be a pseudoconvex open set in E. Then 
for each Kc c Q. 
ProoJ: Since I? Ju,,nj c f(K), it suffices to apply Lemma 3.5. 
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3.7. LEMMA. Let E he a (DFC)-space lcith the appro.uimation propert?’ 
and let Q he a pseudoconves open set in E. Then 
&,‘,Q, = La, = L,,,*, = LIRI = &,,a, 
for every Kc c 52. 
Proof. It suffices to show that kHU,*,c k,,,,,. Let aESZ with 
a$8,,(,,. Set L=(f)p2c,,n,. By lemma3.6, LccQ. By [lo, 
Lemma 11.21 there exists gE X(L) such that 
I da I>supIgl. 
R 
By Lemma 3.4 we can find f c &< JR) such that 
I .f(a I > sup I .f I. 
R 
Thus a 4 kx,C,n, and the proof is complete. 
Now Theorem 3.2 follows immediately. 
Remark. We have used results of Gruman and Kiselman [S] and 
Mujica [ 11, Theorem 2.11 which were stated for Banach or Frechet spaces 
with a Schauder basis, but those results are still valid for normed or 
metrizable spaces with an equicontinuous Schauder basis, and this is our 
case. 
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